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Let / be an odd prime number and let / be a Jacobian variety of the curve
defined by the equationj; 2 =l — xι over a field of characteristic p>0.
If ^>Φ2, /,/
is an abelian variety of dimension (/—1)/2. Our aim in the present paper is
to study its endomorphism algebra, its zeta-function and its formal structure.
Denote by Jl(J) the endomorphism ring of/and put <Jto(J)=c-A(J)®Q- Let/
be the least natural number such that pf= 1 (mod. /) and ζp be a primitive /-th
root of 1 in GF(pf). Denote by Z the endomorphism of/ corresponding to the
birational automorphism of the curve: (x,y)-*(ζpx,y).
As for JlQ(J)> our idea
consists in investigating the subalgebra R=Q(ΐl} Z) of <JL0(J) generated by Z
and the ^>-th power endomorphism Π of/. The arithmetic characterization of
Π/ obtained in Davenport-Hasse [1] and in Shimura-Taniyama [6] makes it
possible. It turns out that there exists a sharp difference according as/is even
or odd. In the first case the structure of R is fairly simple (Theorem 1). The
zeta-function of / coincides essentially with that of a direct product of elliptic
curves whose Hasse invariants are zero. It is plausible that / is isogenous
to a direct product of elliptic curves though R is in general smaller than the
endomorphism algebra of the latter. In the second case Jlo{J) coincides with R
and is a cyclic algebra over the decomposition field of p in Q(Z). Its local
f
invariants are determined completely by the prime ideal decomposition of ΐl
(Theorem 2). On the other hand the prime ideal decomposition of Π/ determines also the formal structure of/ (Manin [5]). In this way we obtain simple
abelian varieties with various formal structures. (Note that / itself is not always
simple when/is odd.)
The method employed here would be applicable to more general types of
abelian varieties to some extent. We hope that our results suggest something
general for the theory of abelian varieties over finite fields.
1. Let / be an odd prime and let p be another odd prime. Denote by
C a complete non-singular model of the function field defined by the equation
y = l — x ι over the field GF(p) oίp elements. It is well known that C has genus
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n=(l—l)l2.
Let / be a Jacobian variety of C. We may assume that / as well
as a canonical map φ: C-+J is defined over GF(p).
Let Z, Π and R be as defined before. Z is a primitive /-th root of 1:
Z'=l.

(1)

Put K=Q(Z) and let Ko be the decomposition field of p in K. Putting g=
[K0:Q], we have [K:KQ]=f and [K:Q]=2n=fg.
By Proposition 1 of [6], Chap.
II, the commutor of K in Jlo{J) coincides with K. As we have clearly
ΠZ = Z Ί I ,
Π/ is contained in JKΓ.

( 2)

Moreover we have
( 3)

since the map r: a-^UaU"1 is a generating automorphism of K/KQ and Π ^is
fixed by this map. From (1), (2), (3), R is a cyclic algebra (Π ^, K, T).
The prime ideal decomposition of Π/ is already obtained in DavenportHasse [1], but it is more convenient to use results of Shimura-Taniyama [6].
Let Co be a complete non-singular model of the function field defined by the
equation y2=l—xι, Jo its Jacobian, and let φ0 be a canonical map C 0 ->J 0 , all
defined over Q. By Theorem 3 of Igusa [3], we may assume that the reductions
of C o , Jo and <p0 modulo p are C, J and φ respectively. Put ζ=e2*i/ι and let
c(ζ) be the endomorphism of Jo corresponding to the birational automorphism
of C o : (x>y)^(ζx,y).
This determines an injection L\Q{ζ)-^JlQ{J^). Denoting by ψi the element of the Galois group G(KIQ) such that <pi(ζ)=ζi) (J0,c)
belongs to the simple CM-type (K fa ,~-,<pn}) ([6], Chap. II). By Theorem
1 of [6], Chap. I l l , there exists a prime ideal p in Ko dividing^) such that
(Φi = φτ1).

ή

(4)

Now Riemann hypothesis implies that

(5)

\m=p^.
Finally it is easy to see that
Π'ΞΞI

(mod. 2(Z-1))

(6)

from the expression of Π/ by Gaussian sums
_τ(X)τ(φ)
τ(Xφ)

πf

(cf. Davenport-Hasse [1]).
algebraic integer.

f

The relations (3), (4), (5), (6) characterize H as an
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For later use, we transform (4) into a more convenient form for our purpose.
Let p be a primitive root modulo /. G(K/Q) is generated by σ such that
σ(Z)=Zp~\
For 1 ^ * ^ / - 1 , choose k{ (ί^k^l-1))
so that
ρki = i

(mod. /).

As φi:=σ~kiy we have φi=σfct.

Therefore we can rewrite (4) in the form

(Π') = Πt/''.

(4')

For l^j^g, let vj be the number of / such that ί^t^n
and k£ = j (mod. g).
8
Since the Galois group of K/Ko is generated by σ , we have

tL\?^.

(V)

2. First we shall treat the case where/ is even. For 1 <*j<^g, let v'5 be the
number of i such that n+l5^'<J/— 1 and kf=j (mod. g). As —1 is a power of
p8 mod. / in this case, we have &,_,. = £,. (mod. g). So we have v'5=vό. Considering that Pj+Vj=f, we obtain

v, = L

for

l^ ^ .

(7)

Therefore, if/ is even, we have

τιf=-Pf/\

(8)

because (8) satisfies (3), (4"), (5) ,(6). The local invariants of the cyclic algebra
R=(— p//2, K, T) can be determined without difficulty. Let q be a prime
ideal of K0 dividing neither p nor /. Then q is unramified in K and Π/ is a
q-unit. Therefore q is unramified in R. Let I be the prime divisor of / in
Ko. Since Π ^ is a local norm for K/Ko at I from (6), I is also unramified in R.
As for the prime divisors of p, we have
)

for

Finally all the infinite places of Ko are ramified in i?, since Ko is totally real.
Denote by D^ p the quaternion algebra over Q whose ramified places are the
infinite place and p. We have
R = Mf/2(Doop®K0)y
because the both sides of (9) have the same local invariants.
the total matrix algebra of degree t.)

(9)
(Mt(*) denotes
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Theorem 1.

Iff is even, the characteristic polynomial P

C/)

(X) of Π/is given

by

p^\x) = (x+pf'y
and Q(Π, Z) is the simple algebra Mf/2(D^
completion of J, we have

®KO).

P

(io)
Denoting by J the formal

(11)

}~nGlΛ.
The last assertion follows immediately from
It is easy to see that R coincides with Jto(J)
in other cases? In view of Tate's conjecture
isogenous to the direct product of n copies of
invariant is zero. Then we should have
Jl0(J)

Theorem 4.1 of Manin [5].
in the case g=l.
Is this true
(8) of [7], it seems that / is
an elliptic curve whose Hasse

(12)

= Mn(DOOtP),

which would imply that JlQ{J) is larger than R if g > l .
3.

Now let us consider the case where/is odd.

Lemma.

If f is odd, we have Q(T1/S)=KO for all

First we shall prove
s^il.

Proof. As p is unramified in K, it suffices to prove that (Π-0 is not an
ideal of a proper subfield of KQ. Assume that

i.e.
p

_ P Jσ

.,

g

=llpί

.

UoJ

Put p α = i and let f be a character of order g modulo /. As (13) implies that
{£(1) >-, ξ(n)} = {ξ(l-b),.-, f(n 6)}, we have

and so

(£(*)-l)§f(0 = 0.
Here it is classical that
0.
Therefore we have £(ft)=l, a = 0(mod.g) and so σa^G(K/K0).
our proof.

(14)
This completes

THE ALGEBRAIC CURVE y*=\—xι

Proof of (14). As/ is odd, ξ{-\)=-\.
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Put

Since V appears in the first factor of the class number formula of Ky it is not
zero. We have on one hand

and hence
(15)

V=2±ζ{ΐ)i-lU.
On the other hand, we have

V = g ξ(2i)2i+ g ξ(l-2i)(l-2t)
and hence
.

(16)

n

By eliminating 2 1(0 * from (15) and (16), we have

(2ξ(2)-l)V=-lξ(2)U,
which implies £/φ0.
From this Lemma, we can deduce that R coincides with ^? 0 (/). By Proposition 3 of [6], Chap. II, Jlo{J) is a simple algebra. Let L be its center. Because
Ufs belongs to L for some s, we have [L:Q]^>g by our Lemma. As a maximal
2
subfield of JLQ{J) is of degree 2n over Q, we have [ΛQ(J):Q]^f g> which
implies that Jlo(J)=R.
Now we consider the local invariants of R when / is odd. As in the case
/ is even, all the ramified prime ideals of R divide p. Moreover no infinite place
is ramified in Ry because Ko is totally imaginary. As for the prime divisors of
py we have from (4")

Theorem 2. If f is odd, R coincides with <Jlo(J). It is a central simple
algebra over Ko in which only prime divisors of p are ramified. The local invariants
fs
of R are given by (17). The characteristic polynomial of Yί is the f-th power of
an irreducible polynomial of degree g with coefficients in Zfor every s^l. Let r be
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the G. C. M. of v1> »>vg.

Then the index of Jlo(J)

is f\r and J is isogenous to

the direct product of r copies of a simple abelian variety.

The last assertions follow from the fact that the subfield of K of degree
(/—l)/r is a splitting field of R.
In the case/is odd, the invariants {v19 > vg} determine also the formal
structure of/ by Theorem 4.1 of Manin [5], For O^k^f, let μk be the number
of vj such that v~k. Put ro=fμo and put c=kjf for £ φ θ . We have rc=fμk,
nc=kμfc and mc={f—k)μk in the notation of Theorem 4.1 of [5]. As G1tl is not
Λ

a component of/ in this case, the formal structure of/ is given by
0

<

J

)

%

)

.

(18)
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